
Parents play an important role in their child's surgical experience. When Preparing

your child for surgery, it is important to provide information that is developmentally

appropriate. Providing information about what to expect from surgery will help to

decrease fears and address misconceptions that may arise. 

Be honest. Honesty builds a trusting relationship between you and your

child. A child life specialist can help you answer your child's questions

and explain surgery in an appropriate way.

Allow your child to bring a favorite toy or activity on the day of surgery.

This allows for a feeling of normalcy and familiarity.

Ask your child how they feel to foster communication and an

opportunity to answer any questions they have. Encouraging your child

to ask questions gives them a sense of empowerment and control.

Children often feel secure when you feel secure. Provide information in

a calm and reassuring manner.

Validate your child’s feelings and help redirect them to productive

outlets for release (playing, drawing, coloring, crafts, journal, etc.)

A  P a r e n t ' s  G u i d e
t o  T a l k i n g  a b o u t  S u r g e r y

TIP
S +

 TR
IC
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IT 'S OKAY TO SAY "I DON 'T KNOW ."
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As adults, we always want to have the answers. Sometimes we don't know

and that is okay! Never hesitate to say, "I don't know that answer. Let's write it

down and ask the doctor!" This validates your child's question while including

them as an active participant in their care. 
 

You know your child best. These are guidelines that can be tailored to meet

your child’s individual needs.



5 SENSES OF SURGERY
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When preparing children for surgery I always encourage parents to focus on what the
child will experience. A good guide for this is to think about the 5 senses. What will
your child see, hear, feel, smell, or taste on the day of surgery? Here's a quick guide on
the sights and sounds of surgery. 

The fabric of the hospital
gown
The rubber on the bottom
of the non-slip socks
The smooth plastic from
the anesthesia mask 
The pulse ox sticker on
their finger
The blood pressure cuff
hugging their arm

Beeps from the
various machines
Announcements over
the intercom
The doctors and
nurses using "big"
words like anesthesia 

Doctors and nurses in
scrubs
Medical staff in hair nets,
surgical caps + masks
Large medical
equipment and
machines
Other patients in the pre-
op area

A strong smell of
alcohol from cleaners
and hand sanitizer 
The medicine in the
anesthesia mask
The flavored scent for
the anesthesia mask
(Ask if this is
available!)

F E E L

HEAR

SEE

SME L L

TA S T E
Some kids say they can taste the medicine that is in the anesthesia mask

A popsicle after waking up from surgery 

(This is a great place to remind children that they will not be able to eat breakfast before surgery.
Having a plan and allowing them to pick what they want to eat afterward helps with this

challenge!)

ANESTHESIA:MASK VS. IV

Often used for children under
10 years old
Smells like a rubber beach ball
Looks like a "pilot's mask!"
Feels like a soft pillow for your
nose + mouth

Often used for children over 10
years old
The needle does not stay in!

Soft bendy straw that gives your
body water + medicine 

Ask about numbing spray, cream
or lidocaine options

MASK IV



C O M M O N  R E S P O N S E S  +  
A G E - B Y - A G E  S U G G E S T I O N S

Fears separation from parents or caregivers

Loss of control and  sense of routine

Fear of unknown and abandonment

Idea that surgery is a punishment

Common behaviors and concerns:

Begin preparing your child 1-2 days

prior to surgery.

Provide simple, basic details focusing

on sensory information.

Remind your child surgery is not a

punishment. Reassure your child

surgery is done to make something

better.

Suggestions:T O D D L E R / P R E S C H O O L :
2 - 5  Y E A R S

Your child may be more fussy than normal. This is
normal. Do your best to stay calm and remain present

with them.

Fear of pain and the unknown

Reluctant to ask questions at risk of

sounding silly in front of others

Concerns for  loss of privacy and control

Common behaviors and concerns:
Allow teen to play an active role in

conversation and scheduling of surgery

Respect autonomy and privacy

Facilitate choice and control when

possible

Give complete and honest answers 

Encourage opportunities for your teen

to ask questions to medical staff

Suggestions:T E E N S :  1 2 +  Y E A R S

Listen to your teen's concerns and fears and
validate these. Respect their feelings and

provide opportunity for control.

Displays negative and unrealistic expectations 

May feel surgery is punishment for doing

something wrong

May not understand the reason for surgery

Common behaviors and concerns:

Begin preparing your child 2-4 days

prior to surgery

Use simple, basic details focusing on

sensory information

Assure your child surgery is not a

punishment – remind your child

surgery is done to  make something

better

Suggestions:S C H O O L  A G E :
6 - 1 2  Y E A R S

Reassure your child anesthesia is a special medicine
only for surgery (For example, “It is a special sleep – not

like how you sleep at home.”)
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M E E T  T H E
C H I L D  L I F E  S P E C I A L I S T
JESS  MINNICK ,  MS ,  CCLS
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Jess  works as a CCLS at an outpatient ENT clinic

in West Des Moines, IA. She became certified as

a Child Life Specialist through the Association of

Child Life Professionals (ACLP) in 2019. She

graduated from Grand View University with a

degree in Human Services and obtained her

Master of Science in Child Life from Bank Street

College of Education in 2019. Jess completed her

clinical child life internship at Blank Children's

Hospital and a clinical practicum at Mercy

Medical Center in 2015. Jess has a wide

experience working in the non-profit field with a

focus on supporting children and their families.   

CHILD LIFE CAN:

Help kids effectively manage

stress and teach coping skills

Use play to help unfamiliar

settings feel more "normal"

Answer questions and clarify

children's misunderstandings in

a child friendly way

Empower children to take

control of their medical

experiences 

Sometimes visits to the doctor's office

can be intimidating and scary. As

experts in child development, Child Life

Specialists (CCLS) aim to reduce those

fears by providing support for kids

during medical exams and procedures.

 

A Child Life Specialist can help your

child know what to expect, decrease

fear of the unknown, and empower your

child to play an active role in their visit.

WHAT IS CHILD LIFE?


